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If you want to configure your KMC account to support automated content ingestion workflows, you can optionally add
default metadata settings from an existing entry. The default entry metadata setting automatically will populate the new
content when using each specific transcoding profile.For example, you want to target two distinct audiences with your
videos, the first is public facing videos and the second is internal company videos.

You can create two transcoding profiles, one for each of your target audiences, even though you might convert them to
the same flavors you can use different “default metadata settings” so your public facing videos will have their specific
metadata values, while the internal company videos can have different fields or data. All this is done automatically after
you prepare one template entry for the process.

 To use metadata settings with transcoding profiles

1. Create the template entry you want to use:
Create a “Draft” entry, using the Create Menu. See Prepare a "Draft" Entry.

2. Prepare the metadata.
For example: Template Entry for Transcoding Profile X”:

3. If you use custom data, edit the entry metadata fields. For example you can enter data that reflects the template
data for your company, such as your “company name” field since your company name is unlikely to change.
If you do not use custom data, click here to learn more about it.
You next have to set the template entry on the transcoding profile.

4. Go to the Settings tab and select the Transcoding Profiles menu.
5. Select the flavors of your default transcoding profile.
6. Click Switch to Advanced Mode link at the bottom of the page.
7. Edit the transcoding profile you wish to create a template entry for, by clicking on it.
8. In the Edit Transcoding Profile window, enter the Entry ID you want to set as the template entry in the Default

Metadata Settings field.
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